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The opportunity

Agenda
1. For discussion – Damage and swollen battery
disposal advice
2. Update - Safety and Communications –
collateral material, stickers, safety labels and
containers
3. Update - B-cycle tracking app update and
guidance

User advice

Public / user advice for handling and disposal
of damaged batteries
Why do we need to provide advice to the public on how to manage
damaged and swollen batteries?
§ Battery product use is increasingly exponentially.
§ Whilst risks to users are low, there are some inherent fire and safety risks that could have
negative impacts to human health and the environment.
§ Damaged batteries are rare, however, need to be handled with care to ensure they do not
cause accident.
§ Therefore, we need to provide appropriate guidance to the public, on how to
handle/manage damaged batteries in the rare case they occur to minimize these risks.

User advice

Proposed messaging
The Why

The How

Should we be concerned
with damaged batteries?

§

§

Do you identify a
damaged battery?

Damaged batteries can
be caused by
overcharging,
manufacturer defect,
deep discharge or
general wear and tear.

May be:

A damaged battery,
although rare, needs to
be managed carefully.

§

§

A swollen battery may
have a build-up heat
and as that can ignite
and cause fire.

§

Leaking batteries may
leak corrosive materials.

The What

What should you do to appropriately dispose of a
damaged battery?

Primary messaging – for discussion

§

Swollen

§

§

A chemical smell when
the device is open and
batteries are controlled.

Do not throw into rubbish or recycling containers – as this
contaminants recycling and rubbish systems and may
cause fires when compacted.

§

Unplug your device, do not attempt to recharge or use the
battery.

§

Do not attempt to remove an embedded swollen or
damaged battery yourself.

§

Never puncture a swollen battery.

Leaking materials, can
be liquid or dried white
goo.

User advice

Proposed messaging
The What

What should you do to appropriately dispose of a damaged battery?

Secondary messaging – all for further discussion
•

If safe – if the battery is not smoking, extremely hot or releasing gas, completely discharge the battery.

•

If the battery is easily removable, ensure you have protective clothing on (goggles, gloves, and protective clothing). If you cannot
use gloves, wash your hands thoroughly, immediately after handling the battery.

•

If the battery is removed, place in a clear plastic bag and keep in a secure, well-ventilated placed away from children and pets.

•

Clean your device after removing the damaged battery with cotton swab or cloth using vinegar to remove the remaining white reside
from the device.

•

Leaked batteries, safely disposed of in a clear plastic bag can be placed in a B-cycle drop off container, however, for all swollen
batteries contact one of the B-cycle accredited recycler for specific instructions.

•

Do not mail / post damaged batteries to any recycling facility as there are strict regulations against this and serious risks for transport
authorities and people involved in the transport process.

User advice

Providing further advice
Check if the product is still under warranty.

No
YES

Contact the Product Manufacturer for
appropriate action / next steps.

§

If the battery is warm, bulging, smelly, or smoking put
outside away from flammable materials or in a fireproof
container and wait for ‘symptoms’ to dissipate.

§

If the battery catches fire – immediately call your local fire
authorities or 000.

§

Once symptoms (heat, smells, smoke) has dissipated,
contact your local battery recyclers (not drop off points) or
e-waste collector and inform them you have a damage
battery that you need to dispose of safely.

§

The Battery Recycler can advise you on the most
appropriate action depending on the state and battery
type.

B-cycle launch materials

Update: Safety and
Communications –
collateral material,
stickers, safety labels
and containers

• Bin stickers
• Call out for container props
• Safety labels

Options – please consider the options below and
provide input

Safety
messaging

1.

Used batteries can short-circuit and may cause fire
– to avoid this, tape all terminals with clear tape or
separate each battery in a clear plastic bag.

2.

Only put used batteries in a B-cycle bin.

3.

Never dispose of used batteries in your general
rubbish or recycling bin. B-cycle them!

4.

Keep batteries out of reach of children and animals.
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